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Stationary logic is the second-order logic L(aa) which allows a quantifier over 
"almost all countable sets s". That is, ?O~as¢(s )  if and only if the set of 
countable s ~ M satisfying q~(s) contains a closed, unbounded set. 
In our article "Stationary Logic" of (1978), we prove a number of basic results 
about this logic, including Completeness Theorem for both a Hilbert style formal 
system and one for a Gentzen sequent style formal system. 
The Completeness Theorem for the Hilbert-style system is correct, but the one 
for the Gentzen sequent version needs a minor modification, namely the rule 
(Add): 
(Add) q: 1't- A 
qnq: /', F 'k  A, ~ '  
where qo, q is a sequence of distinct variables, is apparently not derivable, as 
claimed, so must be put in as a basic rule. With this change, the Completeness 
Theorem is correct. 
We also atzempted to prove a cut-elimination theorem for this Gentzen 
calculus, since the resulting subformula property would have given Gentzen 
calculi for various sublogics (L((~), L r'°~) of L(a.a) However, our Cut-elimination 
Theorem (Theorem 6.6) is false. It is not at all clear how one might strengthen the 
rules to get a cut-free system with the subformula prot~erty. 
The error in the proof of Theorem 6.6 comes in Step A3.6, and was pointed out 
by Paul Eklof and Victor Har~,ik, independently. Eklof  later found a counterex- 
ample. The sequent 
s', s: Yx s(x) ~-V.r s'(x) 
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is valid (i.e., a,a~s','za, s(Vx s(x)--~" Vx s'(x)) is valid), but has no cut-free derivation 
in our system, as an easy induction shows. 
On the other hand, the sequent is derivable using Cut, f iom the two sequents: 
s', s: Vx  s(x) ~- Vx s'(x), ~t  Vx t(,x), • 
s', s: Vx  s(x), a,~t Vx ~(x) ~-¥x s'(x) 
as the Completeness Theorem dictates. The second of these is derived as follows 
using (a.~ ~-) and (Add). / 
s', s: Yxs'(x)~-~txs'(x) 
s', s: ~,,~ Vx t(x) ~- Vx s'(x), 
s', s: '¢x s(x ), ,~,~t Vx t(x) ~- Vx s'(x ~. 
The first is somewhat harder. First one uses (I-s), (s ~-) and the ~/-rules to derive 
s, ~, x: Vx sfx~ ~-Vx t(x). 
Theu one uses (~-~)  and (D) to obtain 
s: Vx s(x) ~-~t  Vx t(x) 
with the desired sequent obtained by (Add). 
Notice that this counterexample disappears if one restricts attention to uncount- 
able structures, say by adding as an axiom all sequents of the form: ~¢xs(x)~- zl. 
This suggests finding a Cut-eli~nination Theorem for such a system, since, when 
discussing L(a,a), one is really interested only in uncountable structures. 
